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1,000 miles of fascination: The BMW 328 in the Mille
Miglia 2013.
BMW Group Classic results.

Munich/Brescia. 75 years after its debut in the legendary Mille Miglia
endurance road race, the BMW 328 has now completed the latest edition of this
tradition-steeped reliability trial in similarly impressive style. In signing up a total
of nine BMW 328 models for this year’s event, BMW Group Classic once again
demonstrated the close ties that bind the BMW brand to the Mille Miglia. All the
examples of this historic sports car that lined up at the start of the world’s most
celebrated classic event made it to the finish, displaying the same reliability that
had helped the BMW 328 on its way to class victory in its spectacular premiere
back in 1938. To the applause of countless spectators, the BMW Group Classic
contingent reached the start/finish point in the north Italian town of Brescia after
completing all three challenging competition stages without any technical
hitches.
“To witness the BMW 328 on this highly traditional route is a fascinating
experience every time,” commented Dr Ralf Rodepeter, Director BMW Museum
and BMW Group Classic Marketing. “The thought of those 1,000 miles being
clocked up non-stop and at top speed 75 years ago commands the utmost
respect from any motor racing fan following this event. We are very proud to be
able to present in such authentic form today the vehicles that achieved those
feats all that time ago.”
It is the gearbox of the historic BMW 328, above all, that has to survive
extraordinary loads during the Mille Miglia. That is why all the competing BMW
328 models were equipped with a faithful reconstruction of the original
transmission – a recent addition to the BMW Group Classic range. This
elaborately manufactured replica was developed in close collaboration with the
FIA, the world motoring governing body, and FIVA, the world governing body for
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historic vehicles. As such it is an authentic replacement for the gearbox of the
1930s sports car classic. At the 2013 Mille Miglia, the new transmission
provided persuasive evidence of its reliability.
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The Mille Miglia was first held in 1927 and was soon rated as the world’s
greatest motor sport challenge. Up until 1957, the cars drove on public highways
and narrow urban streets, and partly also along unsurfaced roads. For racing
drivers such as Tazio Nuvolari, Stirling Moss, Rudolf Caracciola, Juan Manuel
Fangio and Fritz Huschke von Hanstein, the Mille Miglia became a spectacular
stage, while car companies who acquitted themselves well in the race were able
to demonstrate the prowess of their products in conspicuous style.
The BMW 328 was first assigned this task in the year 1938. From the word go,
the teams driving a BMW 328 scored a clean sweep of first to fourth places in
the 2.0-litre category. Thanks to its reliability, efficiency, low weight and
outstanding handling characteristics, the Mille Miglia novice also managed to
leave most of the far more powerful sports cars trailing far behind. In the end, the
British team of Fane/Williams not only secured a class win but also finished in
eighth place overall. Two years on, BMW would celebrate outright victory: driving
the BMW 328 Mille Miglia Touring Coupé, Fritz Huschke von Hanstein and
Walter Bäumer completed the Mille Miglia 1940 as overall winners.
Memories of the achievements and triumphs of the past are revived each year in
what has since 1977 been staged as a 1,000-mile reliability and regularity trial.
This year’s route, which the organisers measured out at exactly 1,555.24
kilometres (966.38 miles), took its cue from its historic predecessor. After the
start in Brescia, the first stage led to Ferrara. The following day the route
continued via Ravenna and San Marino to Rome, where the BMW 328 models
among a field of some 400 contestants received a rapturous welcome in front of
the Castel Sant’Angelo. On the final and longest stage, the historic automobiles
passed through cities such as Siena and Florence before arriving back at the
finish point in Brescia.
Alongside five original BMW 328 production models, the BMW Group Classic
line-up included four highly exclusive one-offs. Among them was the winning car
of 1940, the BMW 328 Mille Miglia Touring Coupé, which was this year piloted
to the finish by Hanns Werner Wirth and co-driver Christian Geistdörfer. The
BMW 328 MM Roadster, which came third in 1940, again made an eye-catching
appearance in the 1,000-mile round trip. A further blast from the past came in
the shape of the 1937 BMW 328 Berlin-Rome Touring Roadster, while the
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compelling vintage fleet was rounded off by the BMW 328 Kamm Coupé, whose
aerodynamically honed lightweight body still bears eloquent witness today to the
engineering skills of a bygone era.

The results of the BMW Group Classic teams at the Mille Miglia 2013:
Position

Start no.

Driver/Co-driver

Vehicle

10

118

Hanns Werner Wirth /
Christian Geistdörfer

BMW 328 Mille Miglia Touring Coupé

68

128

Frank B. Meyer /
Moritz Müller

BMW 328

93

116

Reiner Feurer /
Ralph Körfgen

BMW 328 MM Roadster

132

126

Nicolas Peter /
Pascal Grizot

BMW 328

133

105

Hans-Joachim Bender /
Peter Mülder

BMW 328

134

137

Erich Ebner von Eschenbach /
Oliver Bäte

BMW 328

144

121

Franz Jung /
Achille D’Avanzo

BMW 328

148

102

Tim Abbott /
Colin Montgomerie

BMW 328 Berlin-Rom Touring Roadster

200

129

Babette Albrecht /
Florian Zimmermann

BMW 328 Kamm Coupé

The latest picture material from the daily stages will be available from Friday, 17
May 2013 at
www.press-bmwgroupclassic.com
username: bmwgroup
password: classic2013
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For questions please contact:
BMW Group Corporate and Governmental Affairs
Technology Communications
Stefan Behr
Spokesperson BMW Group Classic and BMW Group Driving Experience
Phone: +49-89-382-51376
mailto: Stefan.Behr@bmw.de
Media Website: www.press.bmwgroup.com
E-mail: presse@bmw.de

BMW Group Classic
BMW Group Classic is responsible for all activities within the BMW Group associated with the
history of the company and its three brands BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce. This ranges from the
Group Archives, which are available to anyone as a centre of expertise for all the facts and figures
surrounding the history of the company, the brands and the products, through the BMW Museum,
which receives more than 400,000 visitors each year, to the BMW Classic Centre where all the
facilities are provided that drivers require to satisfy their passion for classic BMW vehicles from
spare parts to full restoration. Another aspect is planning and implementation of participation in all
the classic events attended, and administration and expansion of the vehicle collection with more
than 1,000 exhibits.
The BMW Group
The BMW Group is the leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles in the
world with its BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce brands. As a global company, the BMW Group operates
28 production and assembly facilities in 13 countries and has a global sales network in more than
140 countries.
In 2012, the BMW Group sold about 1.85 million cars and more than 117,000 motorcycles
worldwide. The profit before tax for the financial year 2012 was euro 7.82 billion on revenues
amounting to euro 76.85 billion. At 31 December 2012, the BMW Group had a workforce of
105,876 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been built on long-term thinking and responsible
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the
value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving
resources as an integral part of its strategy. As a result of its efforts, the BMW Group has been
ranked industry leader in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes for the last eight years.
www.bmwgroup.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupview
Google+: http://googleplus.bmwgroup.com

